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(This is a full color book intended for the Kindle Fire or Kindle app on a color screen.) Quick

Wedding Poses is intended to communicate effectively and smoothly with your subjects to capture

high-quality, emotion-evoking wedding photographs in the shortest amount of time possible.

Photographer Eric Lockstein shares over 90 wedding photographs, including descriptions, and what

he specifically said to the wedding party.
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i bought this book because the reviews of many readers, but what a hell of frustration! looks like

nobody care or know about good composition i supose the readers were just amateurs with outh

any idea of photography.seriously I think i spent my money in something doesn't have the value that

i paid for, I'm very up set, nothing new and nothing relevant, many amateur photographers could do

it better, i don't denied the quality of pictures because they were taken with a very good camera ( i

supose that) there aren't shadows or bad lighting but at least i was expecting something more

constructive, those picture looks very casual with out any artistic on them.That is what you were

expecting from somebody with years of experience on the market but this is not the case here.I



regret spending my money in this book i do not recomend it i was waiting to learn something more

creative but i get just many crazy pictures like people urinating against the wall or feet shots, just to

mentions some, but there are many bad photos.The problem here is  doesn't give you more detailed

info of any book to get a better idea in what are you going to buy it, then you may be like me trust in

the reviews hoping to get something really godd but take my advice Don't waste your money on this

book you will be very disapointed like me.

Very informative book. It was a great buy

Nice

I love learning New poses and this book is the way to go about it. The feel was very good and the

reading was easy to put the poses into practice . Thanks for offering this book on

Not worth the time to download..

Just what I was looking for. A bunch of great ideas and how to get the results. I especially like the

way he goes abut doing it with the, "What I said...." paragraphs.

I titled this review, "He makes it look easy" because I am a wedding photographer and I know it isn't

easy! This book has some great ideas for posing and lord knows when you are in the heat of the

battle during a busy wedding day, you can come up empty handed for posing ideas. The last thing

you want is to have your client thinking that you don't know what your doing because your struggling

to think of a creative pose! I like that the author kept this book simple with each image large so that I

can go to the book anytime to get inspiration without having to take 20 minutes to read through his

explanation. He states his goal clearly and gives a simple but clear explanation of how and why he

did what he did to achieve his goal in the pose for the shot. If your beginning or even have been

shooting for a few years there is plenty of information and ideas in this book to keep you going for a

long time!

Not too impressive portrait samples with what the author told the subject to do. Nice cover image,

nice title - in truth, the best portrait is the cover photo. The $7.99 Kindle download price should be

the hard copy price and $1.99 is a more realistic value for an electronic copy with regard to what



you get for your money. One star for the author taking the time to make this thing and one star for

the effective wrapping paper (the cover photo and title).
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